Reaction kinetics in the plasma membrane.
A great puzzle in science is establishing a bottom up understanding of life by revealing how a collection of molecules gives rise to a living cell that can survive, communicate, and reproduce. In the confines of physics, chemistry, or material science laboratories where it possible to study complex interactions between molecules in a well-defined environment, our understanding of collective behavior is substantially developed. However, the environment in which molecules of a biological cell perform their functions is far from ideal or controllable. The environment inside cellular regions such as the plasma membrane is heterogeneous and dynamic, and functional molecules such as proteins are both dynamic and promiscuous, as they interact with countless other molecules. This makes it extremely challenging to grasp the inner mechanism of the cells, both experimentally and theoretically. On the bright side, this presents scientists with a colorful playground that waits to be explored: the mesoscopic world inside the cell. This review covers some of the recent experimental and theoretical developments in the study of molecular interactions in the plasma membrane, viewed as a heterogeneous medium where the number of reactants can be small, sometimes countable, and its implications for biological function.